
A REVOLUTIONARY SOURCE OF FINANCING
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• Without any guarantee and promise to do with your finances in Bit-titan.com.
• Generally you can lose all your money, always remember about this and participate with your extra money or 

not to participate.
• It is strictly forbidden to "borrow money" to play "Bit-titan.com", any loss of your finances because you are 

completely responsible.
• No anyone's boss, the head or the person with overall responsibility for the community and all of us are 

owners of this community. You are solely responsible for your finances when M5 and community participation 
"Bit-titan.com website". You may not sue or do anything to affect the referral, admin and upline.

• This document announced the rules of the game, rules, charters all community members Bit-titanium 
required to adhere to, if not read and do not follow your documents deemed to have violated the rules of 
community, your account may be deleted, removed from the community and can lose all your money.

• All data are subject to change depending on the development of the community and please update your 
website regularly, and do not take this document is accurate standards

Threats and risks - indemnity claims:



What is Bit-Titan?
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• A global community-funded platform.

• Focuses on helping people with monetary needs.

• Members provide mutual financial aid to each other.

• Utilizes Bitcoin as the medium of value.



How to Register
• Members can register through the main website; or

• Get another member to register their account.

• Both registration methods require an existing member’s referral URL.
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Referral URL
• The referral URL is used to recruit a new member.

• Each member must setup their referral URL in their ‘Profile’.

• Copy and paste the referral URL into the registration to recruit the new member 

under you.
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Plan A

Contribute Funds and Receive Fund 



Glossary - From Commonly Used
● Click CF - Oder CF: click "Contribute Funds" and pay 1 PIN: to be registered “help community”, but not cash out now and then have 

to wait from 1 to 30 days.
● CF pending: CF command is in a state of "waiting for matching", to be transferred Bitcoin for "help community". Pending time is 1 to 30 

days.
● Matching: The system automatically searches who in turn received Bitcoin, who in turn transfer Bitcoin, and ordered any person 

transfer Bitcoin to the other.
● CF matching: CF command was "matching" and had displayed a list of people you have to transfer them Bitcoin.
● Click RF - Oder RF: click "Receive Fund" to be registered “community help you" and then have to wait from 1 to 30 days.
● RF pending : RF command is in the standby state is matched. To be "received Bitcoin," which " community help you."
● RF matching: RF command has been matching and displayed the list of transfer Bitcoin to you.
● ReCF: "Receive Fund" button is Block and you have to reset a “Click CF” again to be unlocked "Receive Fund" button
● Freeze: account have "direct downline not do CF”: being put into this state and if accepted to reopen the account you will be punished 

according to regulations.
● Block: Accounts are not CF: being put into this state and if accepted to reopen the account you will be punished according to the 

regulations (to very heavy)
● Supended: Block account is more than 3 times or violation of the principles and terms and conditions of the Bit-titan will be put into this 

state, you can not log in and be "eliminated from the community," temporary, "if desired back "please email outlining the reasons for 
admin review.

● Terminate: account completely deleted and can not be restored due to serious violations of the principles and terms and conditions of 
the Bit-titan. Very sad that you will not be able to rejoin the Bit-titan.



Register Help 
Community 
Click CF
Example: $ 300 
Not cash out now

"Waiting CF"  
1st

1 -> 30 days

JON

JERRY

1 -> 2 people
Transfer by Bitcoin
Transfer time: 48 h
Total amount: $ 60
10% -30% Total cash 
register

Register: 
Community 
help you 
(Click RF)
Example: $ 
360

Recive Email
Receive 
money

XUKA

XEKO

CHAIEN

MARRY

BOB

Block 
Acount

Confirm

Not 
complete

Waiting RF

1 -> 30 days

Show the money will be 
received:

Capital $300
+ $300 x (6% ->> 24%)
= X
(Rates depending on how fast 

transit times and rankings)

Fee : 1 PIN = 0.01 BTC

RF

CF-RF Process
Recive 
Email
Export cash
1st
(Match 20%)

PETER

MARIA

HENRY

2 -> 5 people
Transfer by Bitcoin
Transfer time: 48 h
Total amount: $ 240
70% -90% Total cash 
register

Recive Email
Export cash
2nd
(Match 20%)

CF
20%

PAUL

Confirm

CF
80%

You

Registration 
requirements 
continue to help 
communities (reCF)
RF button blocked
Opens if you
 click CF

List members must 
transfer fund to you.
4 -> 6 People
Transfer by Bitcoin
Transfer time: 48 
hours
The total amount 
received = X
Example: $ 360

"Waiting CF"  
2nd

1 -> 30 days

Freeze:
Cancel RF
Deduct the money is 
received
Require registration CF 
2 times.
Block: 3x heavier freeze Replace others 

transfer 

No transfer

reCF

1 2 3 4

5

6789



Member Rankings

5 referrals & 
complete 1 CF

Min 3
T1 referrals

Titan

T5 
Platinum

T5

T1

T5 
Gold

T4

T3

T2

T5 
Diamond

Min 3 T5 
Platinum 
referrals

Min 3
T2 referrals

Min 3
T3 referrals

Min 3
T4 referrals

Min 3
T5 referrals

Min 3 T5 Gold 
referrals
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1. Return of Investment (ROI)
System will match a 
member’s RF to other 
members.

Member will receive ROI 
based on the time used to 
approve the matching and 
on their rank.
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Member 
Rank

Within 12 
Hours

Within 24 
Hours

Within 48 
Hours

Within 72 
Hours

Titan 15% 12% 9% 6%

T1 18% 14.4% 10.8% 7.2%

T2 20% 16% 12% 8%

T3 20% 16% 12% 8%

T4 20% 16% 12% 8%

T5 20% 16% 12% 8%

T5 Gold 22% 17% 13% 10%

T5 Platinum 25% 20% 15% 12%

T5 Diamond 30% 26% 21% 18%



How to Contribute Funds (CF)
The minimum CF amount 

is $100.

Member must purchase 
PIN to perform CF.

Each PIN is 0.01 BTC.
Each $300 CF costs 1 PIN.

Member Rank Max Amount 
Per CF

Max CF
Per Day

Max CF
Per Month

Titan $600 2 8

T1 $900 4 16

T2 $1,200 5 20

T3 $1,500 5 30

T4 $1,800 5 40

T5 $2,100 5 50

T5 Gold $2,400 5 60

T5 Platinum $3,000 5 70

T5 Diamond $3,600 5 80
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How to Receive Funds (RF)
Minimum amount per RF is based on the 

Token:

• C-Token = $100

• R-Token = $100

Member Rank Max Amount Per RF
Within 7 Days

Titan $2,000

T1 $3,000

T2 $5,000

T3 $8,000

T4 $10,000

T5 $12,000

T5 Gold $15,000

T5 Platinum $21,000

T5 Diamond $25,000Threats and risks - Statement disclaimer.
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Maximum Receive Funds 
(RF)For R-token:

• Maximum RF amount of R-token is 150% of total CF amount.
Example: Member performed 2 CF of $300, totaling to $600.

Member can only receive total RF amount of $900 ($600 x150%).
• Maximum quantity of RF is based on the CF quantity.

Example: Member completed 2 CF so member can only perform 2 RF.
Member must complete another CF before requesting another RF of R-token.

For C-token:
• Maximum RF amount  of C-token is equal to the total amount of the most recent 5 CF.

Example: Members 5CF implementation of $ 300, totaling $ 1,500.
Members can only receive the total amount of C-RF token is $ 1,500.

• Maximum quantity  of RF is based on the latest CF 5 times.
Example: Members completed 5 CF should only be do 1 RF  of C-token .

Members must complete another 5CF before requesting another RF of C-RF token
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2. Sponsor Bonus
• A bonus that member will receive from their referral’s first 3 

completed CF.
• 10% of the CF amount will go into the member’s C-Token.

A

Member A receives 10% 
from each of the 3 CF
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A B

Member A sponsors 
Member B

B

Member B completes
3 CF of $300



3. Manager Bonus
You will receive the "Manager Bonus" based on the amount and 
frequency of "CF" of the entire system from your back down increases 
with Ranking.
This commission is the difference of "Manager Bonus" at your level to 
"Manager Bonus" in the ranks of your direct downline.

For example, is your level T5 Diamond: 8%
Direct your downline is A is T5: 5%
Under A has 600 members directly and indirectly, each member 
completed $ 300 for each CF and CF 2 times a week. Then your Manager 
Bonus is:

=(8% -5%) x 600 Members x 2 times x $ 300 per CF
= 3% x 1200 x $ 300
= $ 10,800 for a week.
Leadership commission will be charged to the C-token after 7 days.

Member 
Rank

Manager 
Bonus

Titan 0%

T1 1%

T2 2%

T3 3%

T4 4%

T5 5%

T5 Gold 6%

T5 
Platinum

7%

T5 
Diamond

8%
Titan

T3

T3

T5

T5 
Diamond

T5

3%

0.5%

2%

3%

0%
8%

5%

3%

3%

0%

5%

Rank Pay out

Maximum Manager Bonus is 8%



Overriding Manager Bonus

There is an Overriding of 0.5% on members with the 
same ranking.

However, once the Overriding occurs, all upper 
members will still receive Manager Bonus, as seen in 

the example.

Additionally, if the referral is higher in rank, member 
will not receive any Manager Bonus.

Titan

T2

T2

T3

T5 Gold

T5

2%

0.5%

1%

3%
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0%
6%

3%

2%

2%

0%

5%

Rank Pay out



72h do CF 

*** Account got block more than 3 times will be 
Suspended

Get a list 
of CF

No transfer
Transfer lack of 
money
Transfer no fees 
for Blockchain

You Block account

Fee unblock 1st:
Titan: R-Token = $100, C-Token = $100
T1: R-Token = $200, C-Token = $200
T2: R-Token = $300, C-Token = $300
T3: R-Token = $400, C-Token = $400
T4: R-Token = $500, C-Token = $500
T5: R-Token = $700, C-Token = $700
T5 Gold: R-Token = $800, C-Token = $800
T5 Platinum: R-Token = $900, C-Token = $900
T5 Diamond: R-Token = $1000, C-Token = $1000
RF button got block, you do click CF 4 times then click RF.

Fee unblock 2nd:
Titan: R-Token = $200, C-Token = $200
T1: R-Token = $400, C-Token = $400
T2: R-Token = $600, C-Token = $600
T3: R-Token = $800, C-Token = $800
T4: R-Token = $1000, C-Token = $1000
T5: R-Token = $1200, C-Token = $1200
T5 Gold: R-Token = $1600, C-Token = $1600
T5 Platinum: R-Token = $1800, C-Token = $1800
T5 Diamond: R-Token = $2000, C-Token = $2000
RF button got block, you do click CF 8 times then click RF.

Sanctions Act

Supended
3 times
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Plan B

Give and Get 
One system - two incomes, one time develop - double profit.

Super Fast Bonus



Give and Get 
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Give

Develop

$300

Both developed "Plan A" and had income from "Plan B":
One system - two incomes, one time develop - double profit.
Unlimited number of direct sponsor
Downline grows to 10 floors

Get 30% from Indirect Downline: The more indirect downline as much money
50% Từ Direct Downline:      The more direct sponsor as much money.
20% Từ Direct Upline:           Get the encouragement of "Upline", a maximum of up to 5.320 USD
Unlimited income and how you achieve income.
Example:  $5100 with tree 2x3                        $11.600 with tree 2x4          
             $51.600 with tree 3x4                     $380.000 with tree 5x4 

30% give to Indirect Upline same class or higher

50% give to Diriect Upline same class or higher

• Use idle funds 
while waiting for the 
CF-RF

• Fully automatic 
system

20% give to Diriect Downline least one class or 
upward

Admin no have "top account" to receive money from the system - system pay out 100% of the total amount 
of rotating carriage



Description of progress
1

Click the button register for Plan B. You at the class of S0.
S0 to S10: The in parallel with hierarchical "Rank in Plan A", unrelated to Rank.
Example: in Plan A you are Rank T5 but you just begun Click register for Plan B, you only at the level S0.
You have the right to join or not join Plan B, but once you join you will not be cancel.
If you are not register for Plan B you will not be entitled to the commission from Plan B.

2 Upgrade to S1    
                              
Give:     $300 give to Direct Upline reaches class "S1" or higher.          

Get:       $300 USD from each downline in the 1st floor upgrade to S1 --->>>>  Get Back capital 
                                                                                                       with only one direct downline.
        Maximum $120 from "direct upline" upgrade to S2 (divided among the members just like you)

Example get:     $600 if you have 2 direct sponsor           $900 if you have 3 direct sponsor        
                          $1500 if you have 5 direct sponsor         $3000 if you have 10 direct sponsor 

PIN fee: 4 PIN

Members can only upgrade one by one class, over and over class. 
If your downline faster upgrade than you, that fund will go to up line above reaching condition. 



Description of progress
3

Upgrade to S2                                  
Give:    $600

Get:      $180 from each downline in level 2 upgrade to S2
             $300 from each downline in level 1 upgrade to S2
             Maximum $300 from upline directly upgrade to S3 (divided among the members just like you)
Example get:  $1320 with tree 2x        $2520 with tree 3x       $6000 with tree 5x

4

$ 180 (30%) Give to Upline level 2 reaching S2 upward

$ 300 (50%) Give to Direct Upline reaching S2 upward

$ 120  (20%) Give to Direct Downline reaching S1 (divided among the sponsors directly 
                                                                                                       reach your existing S1)

             PIN fee: 10 PIN

Upgrade to S3   
                               
Give:    $1500

Get:      $450 from each downline in level 3 upgrade to S3
             $750 from each downline in level 1 upgrade to S3
             Maximum $400 from upline directly upgrade to S4 (divided among the members just like you)
Example get:  $11600 with tree 2x        $51.600 with tree 3x     $380.000 with tree 5x

$ 450 (30%) Give to Upline level 3 reaching S3 upward

$ 750 (50%) Give to Direct Upline reaching S3 upward

$ 300 (20%) Give to Direct Downline reaching S2 (divided among the sponsors directly 
                                                                                                      reach your existing S2)

           PIN  fee: 15 PIN

Conditions for 
upgraded to S3:
Have at least 3 
direct downline at 
Class S1 upward

Repeat above process to S10.
Members can only upgrade one by one class, over and over class. 
If your downline faster upgrade than you, that fund will go to up line above reaching condition. 



Monthly passive income
Monthly income
• Finish 30 days after the upgrade, member want to continue to receive commission next month could 

continue to go to maintain his class.
• Members want to maintain which class then selection and give amount at that class (From the highest level 

have upgraded or lower)
• Maintained at which level then receive a commission at that level. 
• After 72 hours, if you do not maintain your account then system automatically reset your class to S0.
• After reset your class to S0, you can upgrade from the beginning.

Members can only upgrade one by one class, over and over class. 
If your downline faster upgrade than you, that fund will go to up line above reaching condition. 



Give
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Class Amount give PIN fee Floor Indirect 
Upline recive 

Give to Indirect 
Upline at the 

same class or 
higher
(30%)

Give to Direct 
Upline  at the same 

class or higher

(50%)

Give to Direct 
Downline least 

one class 
upward
(20%)

S 1 300 4  Level 1 300

S 2 600 10 Level 2 180 300 120
S 3 1500 15 Level 3 450 750 300
S 4 2000 20 Level 4 600 1000 400
S 5 2500 25 Level 5 750 1250 500
S 6 3000 30 Level 6 900 1500 600
S 7 3500 35 Level 7 1050 1750 700
S 8 4000 40 Level 8 1200 2000 800
S 9 4500 45 Level 9 1350 2250 900

S 10 5000 50 Level 10 1500 2500 1000



Get
Tree 2x Tree 3X Tree 5X

Class
Amount 

give
Floor

Number 
of 

downline
(each 

sponsor 2 
people)

Indirect
Upline 
profit

Upline 
direct 
profit 
(2 direct 
downline 

only)

Amount 
recive at 
the each 
class & 

level

Number 
of 

downline
(each 

sponsor 3 
people)

Indirect
Upline 
profit

Upline 
direct 
profit 
(3 direct 
downline 

only)

Amount 
recive at 
the each 
class & 

level

Number 
of 

downlin
e

(each 
sponsor 5 
people)

Indirect
Upline 
profit

Upline 
direct 
profit 
(5 direct 
downline 

only)

Amount 
recive at the 
each class & 

level

S1 300  Level 1 2 600 600 3 900 900 5 1500 1500

S2 600 Level 2 4 720 600 1320 9 1620 900 2520 25 4500 1500 6000
S3 1500 Level 3 8 3600 1500 5100 27 12150 2250 14400 125 56250 3750 60000
S4 2000 Level 4 16 9600 2000 11600 81 48600 3000 51600 625 375000 5000 380000
S5 2500 Level 5 32 24000 2500 26500 243 182250 3750 186000 3125 2343750 6250 2350000

S6 3000 Level 6 64 57600 3000 60600 729 656100 4500 660600 15625 1406250
0 7500 14070000

S7 3500 Level 7 128 134400 3500 137900 2187 2296350 5250 2301600 78125 8203125
0 8750 82040000

S8 4000 Level 8 256 307200 4000 311200 6561 7873200 6000 7879200 390625 4687500
00 10000 468760000

S9 4500 Level 9 512 691200 4500 695700 19683 26572050 6750 26578800 1953125 2636718
750 11250 2636730000

S10 5000 Level 
10 1024 1536000 5000 1541000 59049 88573500 7500 88581000 9765625 1464843

7500 12500 14648450000



M5's Community Rules
1. M5 is Community Bit-titan players, "Bit-titan" is financial social network, those involved mutual assistance, transfer money to each 

other directly, without intermediaries, without priority, full justice so requires that all members must have a sense of community 
protective M5, protection Bit-titan.com sites, protecting the community members M5.

2. Register member then you must know how to use, buy and sell Bitcoin.
3. The registration of a member is free, who introduced not receive any financial contribution from the participants and do not incur 

any financial liability to participants.
4. If you opt out you must notify the person referred for them to take account deletion (Terminate) (in the waiting period from the time 

"to register CF" before getting to the "transfer list money ") so as not to affect the" referral ".
5. Absolutely not donate "downline" to others.
6. Referrer of the implementation (CF), (RF) is obliged to remind the implementation (CF), (RF) of the person.
7. Prohibit any act of seduction, to rob members of the "other group" in the community M5.
8. Prohibit all acts committed, underwriting, responsible of "referral" to "participants" absolutely not "registered account to wait", 

entice, seduce "participants" without the "consent", "voluntary" and "understanding" of the "participants".
9. Persons wishing to participate in Bit-titan.com website must read and commitment to follow the conditions before making any 

decision to participate or not. And participation is completely voluntary without any obligation, binding or any claim for the referral, 
admin and upline.

10. Members must comply with the conditions as well as meet all tasks assigned by the "system M5" and website Bit-titan.com



11. Threats and risks, and disclaims responsibility for::
• Without any guarantee and promise with your finances in the Bit-titan.
• Generally you can lose all your money, always remember about this and participate with your extra money or not to participate.
• It is strictly forbidden to "borrow money" to play "Bit-titan.com", any loss of your finances because you are completely responsible.
• No anyone's boss, the head or the person with overall responsibility for the community and all of us are owners of this community. 

You are solely responsible for your finances when M5 and community participation "Bit-titan.com website". You may not sue or do 
anything to affect the referral, admin and upline.

16. The cost of "buying PIN" is the cost to use the website to pay for administrator of the website Bit-titan, "completely outside" and not 
related to "the amount of rotation" in the community and the member is not entitled require any cost benefits from above unless 
specified on the website Bit-titan.com

17. Members receive "list to help Communities" (CF) commitment to transfer Bitcoin success to the "people on the list CF" for a period 
of 72 hours from the receipt of the list.

18. The "transfer Bitcoin" of members to those in the list of CF is "completely voluntary", without any conditions or constraints, and 
request a refund.

19. The whole all Bitcoin you receive (RF) come from the community, comes from "people who have to transfer Bitcoin" for you (CF). 
Admin Bit-titan.com or upline has no obligation or responsibility to any financial transfer for you.

20. All members of the "community M5" has a responsibility to support, train and remind other members to know everything in the 
Regulation and the "Guide M5" to jointly implement.



Empower Yourself and Others
in a Mutual and Supportive Community

Threats and risks - Statement disclaimer.
● Without any guarantee and promise to do with your finances in Bit-titanium.
● Generally you can lose all your money, always remember about this and participate with your extra money or not to participate.
● Without anyone's boss, the head or the person with overall responsibility for the community and all of us are owners of this community. You are solely responsible for your finances to join the community
● It is strictly forbidden to play Bit-titan.com loan, any loss of your finances because you are completely responsible.
● This document announced the rules of the game, rules, charters all community members Bit-titanium required to adhere to, if not read and do not follow your documents deemed to have violated the rules of community, 
your account may be deleted, removed from the community and can lose all your money.


